
Latvian developer of GPS and fleet control 

management solutions is looking for partners for 

commercial agency services agreements 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

Identificativo proposta:BOLV20210602001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

Latvian company designing, developing, and manufacturing fleet management platform and GPS (Global 
Positioning System) tracking devices is looking for partners working in similar business and/or in the field of 
business security systems, automation, fleet managements, etc. and that are willing to add innovative 
products to their portfolio. The company is seeking for partners for commercial agency services agreement. 
 
 
The Latvian company has 15 years of experience in the industry and it is one of the leading companies in the 
Baltic states. One of the most popular and competitive products of the company is advanced fuel monitoring 
and GPS tracking solution. These solutions help customers to reduce fuel expenses significantly, to protect 
fuel theft, to optimize supply routes, to improve labor discipline and to increase operational efficiency. The 
portfolio of the company also includes: - fleet management and professional GPS fleet control and 
management solutions; - task management: digitized task planner and route optimizer; - energy audit: 
electric energy efficiency monitoring solutions; - industrial asset monitoring & management system 
(generators, pumps, compressors, welding machines, light towers, industrials UPS (Uninterruptible Power 
Supply), tractors, quads, boats etc. ); - real time tracking, geofencing & smart alerts, security & immobilizer, 
engine data; - GPS tracking devices: movable asset long-term monitoring which works on battery. The 
company is interested in partnerships for commercial agency agreement. The potential partners and/or users 
could be: - companies that are working in similar business and are looking for new and innovative products 
to add in their portfolio; - logistic companies that wants to move paperless process and implement task 
management; - companies that works in field of business security systems, automation, fleet management, 
etc. looking for innovative products; - companies that are ready to start a new business direction in the field 
of distribution of the highest quality products in telemetry industry. 
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